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Abstracts

3.033
POSTNATAL EXPRESSION PATTERN OF HCN
CHANNEL ISOFORMS IN THALAMIC NEURONS:
RELATIONSHIP TO MATURATION OF
THALAMOCORTICAL OSCILLATIONS
Matthias Pawlowski1,2, T. Kanyshkova1, P. Meuth1, C. Dub�3,
R. A. Bender4,3, A. L. Brewster5,3, A. Baumann6, T. Z. Baram3,
H. C. Pape1 and T. Budde1
1Institut f�r Physiologie I, Westf�lische Wilhelms-Universit�t
M�nster, M�nster, Germany; 2Klinik und Poliklinik f�r
Neurologie, Universit�tsklinikum M�nster, M�nster, Germany;
3Anatomy/Neurobiology & Pediatrics, University of California,
Irvine, CA; 4Institut f�r Anatomie I, Universit�tsklinikum
Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany; 5Department of
Pediatrics, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX and
6Institut f�r Strukurbiologie und Biophysik I,
Forschungszentrum J�lich, J�lich, Germany

Rationale: Hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated cation 
(HCN) channels are the molecular substrate of the hyperpolarization-
activated inward current (Ih). This current plays a key role in the initia-
tion and regulation of rhythmic-oscillatory activity in the thalamocortical 
network. To date the developmental profile of HCN channels in the thala-
mus is not well understood.

Methods: We combined electrophysiological, molecular biology, 
immunohistochemical, EEG recordings in vivo, and computer modeling 
techniques to examine HCN gene expression and Ih properties in rat tha-
lamocortical relay (TC) neurons in dorsal part of the lateral geniculate 
nucleus (dLGN) and the functional consequence of this maturation.

Results: Recordings of TC neurons revealed a ~6-fold increase in Ih 
density between postnatal day (P) 3 to P 106, which was accompanied by 
significantly altered current kinetics, cAMP-sensitivity, and steady-state 
activation properties. Quantification of tissue levels revealed a signifi-
cant developmental decrease in cyclic AMP (cAMP). Consequently the 
block of basal adenylyl cyclase activity was accompanied by a hyperpo-
larizing shift of the Ih activation curve in young but not adult rats. Quanti-
tative analyses of HCN channel isoforms revealed a steady increase of 
mRNA and protein expression levels of HCN1, 2 and 4 with reduced rela-
tive abundance of HCN4. Computer modeling in a simplified thalamic 
network indicated that the occurrence of rhythmic delta activity, which 
was present in the EEG at P12, differentially depended on Ih conductance 
and modulation by cAMP at different developmental states.

Conclusions: These data indicate that developmental increases in Ih 
density results from increased expression of three HCN channel 
isoforms and that isoform composition and intracellular cAMP levels 
interact in determining Ih properties to enable progressive maturation of 
rhythmic slow-wave activity patterns.
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